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Aqua Jewel
The Crown Jewel
of Water Conditioning
Ralph Suddath

Excess Heat with a
Hydrogen Tube
Thorsten Ludwig
Recently a new hydrogen based device
has attracted attentionand has been replicated by Frolov in St Petersburg and J L
Naudin in Paris. The device goes back
on research of Irving Langmuir, who studied heat transfer from tungsten wires back
in the 1920´s. Langmuir, who received
the Nobel prices, discovered an energy
anomaly in hydrogen at pressures lower
than 0.1 atm, when in contact with high
temperature tungsten wire.
Nicholas Moller who recently founded
the Global Institute For New Energy
Technologies (www.gifnet.org) developed the MAHG (Moller atomic hydrogen generator)- energy device on the
bases of Langmuirs findings. Thorsten
has recently inspected the device as well
as UN secretary Cofi Annan, who visited
GIFNET in April 2005 and recommended
the development of this technology.
The device is quite simple and shows an
overunity of 2, some report overunity as
high as 21. Thorsten will present some
physical explanations on why this is possible and why it is not violating the laws
of physics! This is a highly inspiring
simple device that everyone can build.
GIFNET is not patenting the device but
is taking the public domain approach to
spread this technology as wide as possible. The full construction details can be
taken for free from their website.

Pouring more and more chemicals into
our water in an effort to clean our water
is no longer a solution to pollution. There
is an easy way to solve the problem of
our water becoming polluted and de-energized which costs only a fraction of
what traditional water treatment methods
cost. By raising the vibrational frequency
of water, unhealthy bacteria are no longer
drawn to it. For example, I have observed
that mosquitos only lay their eggs and be
drawn to water that is stagnant and deenergized vs. water that is fresh and clean.
What is needed is a paradigm shift in
how we perceive and care for this precious resource, which is the foundation
of all of our lives. Ideally water’s vibration needs to be raised naturally, as it is
in nature where life-supporting frequencies can be placed into the water. Perhaps

the best we can do is to mimic this natural process.
By implementing
technologies that have electromagnetic
influences on water, it is possible not only
to erase information from harmful substances, but also to induce positive
frequencies into the water.
The Aqua Jewel is based on emerging
technologies embracing these basic principles. AquaJewel technology may soon
be used in place of our current chemical
water treatment methods. Aqua Jewel is
my device (patent pending) for treating
fluids and a method for same. This water
treatment system utilizes vortex action
and frequency transmissions to reduce
bacteria, algae, and fungus in the fluid
without the use of chemicals.

Browns Gas...
Fire from Water
Larry Oja

The unique properties of Browns Gas,
still not fully understood, are begging for
the experimenter to unravel its mysteries. These mysteries revolve around the
fact that Browns Gas was water, is water
and will be water... and WATER is where
the real mystery lies! H20, HOH, Hydrogen Dioxide, Adam’s ale, Elixir of Life,
universal solvent, call it what you want,
it is necessary and fundamental to Life.
Dr John N Hait’s Resonant Field Theory
(RFT) can explain the the nature of water, including the imprint ability of water
and why Browns Gas can do what it does.
This fundamental mechanism of physics
is sound, reasonable, logical, and calculable. Resonance fosters stability. Resonance maintains information. Photons

Check out our website at :

resonate. Electrons resonate. Hydrogen
resonates. Water resonates. Browns Gas
resonates. You resonate. And you will
resonate with this presentation!!
This presentation explores the subtle nature of water and Browns Gas, with examples of health applications, energy applications, machines and available kits.
All attendees are invited to become inventors and researchers of Browns Gas
phenomena. Be part of the excitement of
the future in alternative energy and alternative health. Build or buy your own
Browns Gas machine. See and feel what
Browns Gas can do for you. After 40
years, the Browns Gas technology is at a
point that you will want and need to be
involved in this research. The Earth, climate, people are changing, literally all
things are changing. Don’t be the last to
find out. Dare to make a difference!
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